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it was asked by 1. Kaplansky, If -11 and N arc height 2 primes in a Soctherian 
domain T, does there exist a nonzero prime contained in A/ A X 7 This is herein 
shown to be false. However, it is true for ‘f =.- R[x] with H a Xoetherian domain 
and x an indeterminate. Furthermore if y is a second indeterminate and M, :..., 
-?L!,,~ arc height 2 primes in R[x, y] then it is shown that them arc infinitely man!. 
primes contained in Mr A ... n XL,,,, . 
Let P bc a prime in an arbitrary domain R and Ict X be a prime of R[.x] su& 
that 111 n R :- P and PR[.v] =/: XI. :lf is called an upper to P in R[xj and it is 
well known that there is a polynomialf(~) E R[.*] t u 4 lose leading coefficient is not 
in P such that A!! == {A(X) E R[x]l; s’h(x) E: (P,j(x)) for some s’ E R -- P). \7’hiie 
.i(.~) is not unique, its degree is unique. Our first result is that bk- going to a 
finitely generated integral extension domain over R, we can in cfiect assume that 
the degree off(x) is 1. 
‘~ll23XE~I I. Let P, ,..., P,,, be not necessarily distinct primes in an arbitrary 
domain R rind let M, be an upper to Pi in R[x]. Then there is a JkiteLy generated 
intelrat extwsion domain 5’ over R such that $- P’, ,..., P’,,, are primes of 1’ 1yPq 
ucer PI , . . , P,,, , respectively, then for each i ;-= I,..., m there are an cli E S and 
(I bi E S -.- P’; such that ij :Wi L= (h(s) E S[x]\ s%(x) E (P’, , hi.7 - a<) fur some 
s’ E S -- P’,> then ill’, iv an upper to Pfi in S[Y] and ~22’~ n R[xJ == -l/ii . 
Proof. For i y I, 2 ,..., m, let fi(x) b e a polynomial in R[xJ with leading 
cocfficicnt si 6 Pi such that ML 7 (h(x) E R[x]i s’h(x) E (Pi , jl(x)) for so~ne 
J’ G R -.- Pi). Suppose that in an algebraic closure of the quotient field of R, c; is 
a root of f&(.~). Then sici is easily seen to be integral over R and we 
!et S == R[s,c, ,..., s,,c,]. If P’, ,..., P’, are primes of S Iving over Pi ,..., P,,, , 
respectively, then clearly si $ PIi and WC let bi = si and a, = sfci . Xow A1?‘i - 
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{h(x) E S[x], s’h(x) E (Pi ) b$ - ai) f or some s’ E S -- P’J is obviously an upper 
to P’, . Imbedding R/P, in S/P’, and letting a bar denote “modulo Pi” we have 
that since f:(cJ ~2 0, fi(sici/si) L= 0. That is, f,(a,/b,) := 0 so that %(ti,,/hJ L= 0 
and thus 3: -- ai/tii is a factor of f2(x) over the quotient field of T -: T/P’, . By 
[3, Theorem 21 we now see that :%I?‘< n R[x] .= iMi . 
LEMM.~ 2. Let R he a Xoetherian domain and let d and e be nonxero elements of 
R such that no he&ht 1 prime of R contains both d and e. Then in R[s], 
(x .- e/d) h’[x] n R[x], with h’ the quotient field of R, is the uniqzu minimal prime 
dizisor of (dx - - e) R[x]. 
Proof. Let p bc a minimal prime divisor of (dx - - e) R[x]. Then heightp =- 1. 
If height ( p n R) : = 1 then p = ( p n R) R[x] and so d and e are both contained 
in the height 1 prime p n R, a contradiction. Thus height p n R ~1 I and so 
height p n R := 0 so that p n R = 0 and p is an upper to 0 in R[x]. However, 
clearly the only upper to 0 containing dx - e is (X - e/d) K[.u] n R[x]. 
THEORJDI 3. I,et R be u Xoetherian domain and let M, ,..., ill, be height 2 
primes of R[x]. Suppose that Pi T= M, n R and that for i 94 j, P, +/- Pj . Then 
there are infinitely many primes of R[s] contained in N1 n ... n it”,, . 
Proof. Notice that for each i, height Pi is either 2 or 1 depending on whether 
!lZi := P,H[xJ or M, is an upper to Pi. Suppose the ordering is such that 
P I ,...1 I’, have height 2 while P,. 1 ,..., l’, have height 1. By Theorem 1 there is a 
finitely generated integral extension domain S of R such that for i := k A- I,..., m 
there is a height 1 prime Fi of S lying over Pi , and an upper :\I’, to P’, in S[X] 
such that M’i n IZ[x] :-= Mi and Mi = {h(x) E S[x]I s’h(x) E (P’, , bix - ui) for 
some s’ E S -- I”;) with ai E S and b, E S .- Pi. Also, for i =- 1, 2,..., k let PIi 
bc a prime of S lying over Pi and let M’, = P’,S[ ] . x so that M’. lies over M. D E . 
,4s is well known, since R[x] C S[ *] .X is a finitely generated integral extension, 
any prime of H[s] h as only finitely many primes of S[X] which lie over it. Thus 
clearly if we show that there are infinitely many primes of S[X] contained in 
M’l n ... n ill’, then upon contracting to R[x] we will have infinitely many 
primes of R[x] contained in &Zr n ... n 112, . Therefore we may return to the 
original notation in the statement of the theorem, with the added hypothesis that 
Mi == (h(x) E R[x]j s’h(x) E (Pi , bix - aJ f or some s’ E R - Pi> for some ai E R 
and hi E R - Pi . 
We construct distinct elements d and e, , e, , ea ,... of R such that for each 
j =. 1,2, 3... we have (a) no height 1 prime of R contains both dand e, , (b) dand 
ej are contained in PI n ..* n P, , and (c) d 6 P,,, v ... u P,,, and if a bar is used 
to denote “modulo Pi” for one of i := k + I,..., nl then F? = ($6,) Us . 
When these elements have been constructed, we let pj == (x - eJd)K[x] n R[x]. 
By Lemma 2 and condition (a) pj is the unique minimal prime divisor 
of (dx - ej) R[x] in R[x] and since the ej are distinct, p, , pa , pa ,... are all 
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y condition (b), dx - ej E P,R[x] n ... -- - 
n (c), dx - r!$ = d/b,(b,x - a() so t 
showing that dx - ej E Mi for i = k + 1,. .., m. Thus dx - ej E Ml n . . ‘ n IcfTis 
and therefore p, , p, , pa ,.. . are infinitely many primes contained in M1 n 
. n n4fr,L ~ 
It remains to construct d, e, , e2 , e3 ,.... For i = k f I,..., m let q, be in all of 
P I ,.I”> P,,% except Pi . Let d = qkilbkil + ..’ L ~,,~b~% . Since each of qk+r f . . . . q,:* 
is contained in Pr n .‘. n Pit , the first half of condition (b) is satisfied. Also for 
i=k i1?...,nz,qi~Piandbi~Pibutq,~PiforIfiandthusd=p,,,b~,,, + 
... + qmb,, is not in Pi , showing that the first part of condition (c} is satisfied. 
Now let c = qlc+la,+l + =.. + qnla, . As before, c is in Pr n ... ?I P,: . We let 
0 &I >.“, 0,. , 8r,1 I.‘.> Q, be all of the height 1 primes of R which contain d, 
ordered such that the first 1’ of these also contain c, while the rest do not. Since 
none of Pk.--r ,. . , Pm contain d, these are not among the list of Q’s Also, P1 ). .“) P,: 
having height 2 are not among the Q’s. We therefore may find a g # 0 contained 
inP, A .s. .n Pm n Qr+l n . ..nQ.,,butnotinQ,u I.. u Q2,. Let ej = c ” g’. 
Then the ej are all distinct and since each of Qr ,..., Q8 contains exactly one of c 
orgj,ej ==c+giisnotinQ,~ ... u QS ) showing that condition (a) is satis 
Since gj E P1 fi ‘1. n P, , ej E PI n ... n Pi, completing the fulfillment of con- 
dition (b). Finally, modulo Pi for i = K --t l,..., HE, d = &_,b,., - 1.’ $- 
(mzl;,, = &gi since qE E Pi for I # i. Also, pj = &+Ia;;_1 + .I. -+ q,,&,,, + ? = 
qi~i again since q1 E Pi for 1 f i and gj E Pi . Thus .F~ = q& = (~?/16J zj , com- 
pleting condition (c) and the proof. 
~bROLiARK 4. IJ R is a Noetherian domain and if J!f alzd Ai me height 2 
primes of R[x] then there is a nonzero prime in M n IV. 
Proof. If J&n R # N n R Theorem 3 gives the result. If ;?/a n R = N r: R 
then (n-is l? R) R[x] is the desired nonzero prime in M A I\:. 
Theorem 3 does not discuss Mr n ... n ibl,, when tw-o or more of the 114~ are 
uppers to the same height 1 prime P. We treat that case now. The following 
definition will be useful. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a domain and let T be the integral closure of R in an 
algebraic closure of the quotient field of R. If P is prime in R and if in T there 
are exactly n primes (possibly ?a = CO) which lie over P, we say that P Iz-splits. 
THEOREM 5. Let P be a height 1 prime in a Noehterian domain R. Let the 
~o~~a~n D be II jXtely generated algebraic extension of R and suppose that in D 
there are m primes which lie over P. Then P n-splits with n > m. 
Proof. We first claim that m < 00 and that each prime of D which lies over 
P has height 1~ For this it is clearly enough to assume that 6> is generated over R 
by a single element u. If H is the kernel of the canonical bomomorpbism from 
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R[x] to H[u], then since N (# PR[x], th e p rimes of R[u] lying over P have as 
pi-e-images in R[x] those uppers to P which contain H. Clearly each such has 
height 1 above H, and only finitely many such can contain H (or else we would 
have II C PR[x]). This proves the claim. 
Sow suppose that D = R[u, ,..., u?]. Let S be the integral closure of R in D. 
If PI ,..., P,,2 are the primes of D lying over P, WC claim that P1 n S ,..., P, n S 
are distinct in S. As S is integral over R, this will clearly suffice to show that P 
n-splits with n > m. 
Suppose that i +clj but that Pi n S I= P, n S. &‘e derive a contradiction. Of 
course D = S[u, ,..., u,.] and since each prime of D lying over P has height 1, 
each prime of D lying over Pi n S = Pj n S has height 1. In particular Pi is 
isolated above Pi n S. By Zariski’s main theorem [l], SIP,ns~ = D,, . Thus 
clearly Pi is the unique prime lying over Pi n S, contrabicting Pian S = 
Pj n S. 
THEOHERI 6. Let P be a height 1 prime in a A’oetherian domain R alzd suppose 
that AZ, ,..., &I,,, are finitely many distinct uppers to P in R[x]. Also suppose that 
1’ n-splits. If n > m then there are infinitely many primes contained in 
M, n . .. n .ll/I,, . If ~z < m then PR[x] is the unique nonzero prime contained in 
iIf, n .e. n AT,,, . 
Proof. \\:e first suppose that n ;- m. Then with 7’ the integral closure of R 
in an algebraic closure of the quotient field of R, there are primes P, ,..., P,, of 
T, all lying over I’. Select ti in Pi but not Pj for j f i, and let S ~7 
R[t I ,..., t,,,]. Let PIi = P, n S. Since tj E P’i and t.; 4 P’j for j -,h i we have 
that PII,..., P’,, arc distinct. Since R[x] C S[ ] . x 1s an integral extension and 
P’,S[x] n R[x] -- PR[x], by going up w-e can find an Wi prime in S[X] with 
P’$[x] C .lZ’i and :Wj n R[x] :: M, for i :: l,..., m. Clearly -Wi n S =. Pi and 
so by Theorem 3 there are infinitely many primes of S[X] contained in M’, n ... 
n M’,, However, since S[X] is a finitely generated integral extension of R[x], any 
prime of R[x] has at most finitely many primes of S[X] lying over it. Thus by 
contracting to R[x] we find infinitely many primes of R[x] contained in 
Ml n ... n AZ,,, .
I,et us now suppose that n < m. Assume that p is a nonzero prime of R[x] 
with p :/ PR[x] and p CM, n ... n Mn, . We derive a contradiction. Since 
p n R C M, n R = P and height P = 1 and p +- PR[x], clearly p n R =: 0. 
Thus R[w]ip is a simple algebraic extension of R in which there arc m primes, 
Ml/p,... , M,j p, all of which lie over P. By Theorem 5, P n-splits with n 3 m, 
a contradiction. 
Remark. Although Theorem 5 was stated for 11 finitely generated over R, it 
is seen here that we only use it for R[x]/p which is simply generated over R. 
Had WC only stated Theorem 5 for simply generated D, WC could have simplified 
the proof by using the U, u-r-lemma [2, Theorem 671 instead of Zariski’s main 
theorem. 
‘rI1EORm 7. There exists a Koetherian domain T bth height 2 primes X” anrt 
X’ such that there is no nonzero prime contained in Al’ n s’. 
Proof. Let (R, P) b e a complete D.V.R. (or more generally a one-dimen- 
sional local Henselian domain). Then P l-splits [S, 43.121. Let X and X bc 
distinct uppers to P in R[x]. By Theorem 6, PR[x] is the unique nonzero prime 
contained in llln X. By [4, 2.51 there is an element r: in the quotient field of 
R[xJ such that in T :- R[x][v] there arc height 2 primes AZ’ and N’ lying over 
X and X, respectively, but no prime of T lying over PR[x]. Since PR[x] is the 
unique nonzero prime in M n :V, there can be no nonzero prime in M’ n A”. 
THEOFUDI 8. Let R be a Noetherian domain. Then ezery Jze&ht 1 prime of 
R co-splits if and only ;f the intersection of any $nite collection of ?re&ht 2 primes 
of R[x] contains infinitely many primes. 
Proof. Suppose first that ever); height I prime of R cc-splits, and suppose 
we have a finite collection of height 2 primes of R[x] indesed such that for 
i ---- 1, 2 ,..., k, ilZ<, ..., iLli, are uppers to the height 1 prime Pi whiie for 
i .-: k .:. 1 . . . . . m, iii :- P$[x] with height P, -z 2. Since for i = I,... 1 !r, 
1’; cc-splits it is easy to see that there is a finitely generated integral extension 
domain over R, S, which has distinct primes P,lj , i :: I ,..., k, j = I,..., ni , with 
P,fj r! R -= Pi for j = l,..., ni . By going up in R[x] C S[s] we find an upper 
Mi, to Pij in S[.r] with :W’$ n R[x] = Mii. Finally, for i = k -1 I;..., m there 
are primes Yi in S with P’, n R = Pi . Let :Wi 7. P’J[.r]. By Theorem 3 there 
are infiniteiy many primes of S[x] in 
and by contracting to R[x] we are done. 
Conversely, Ict P be a height 1 prime of R, and for any integer m :> 0 ict 
31, ,..., ;U7,, be distinct uppers to P in R[x]. By assumption there are infinitely 
many primes contained in 32, n ... n :M, and so if P n-splits, then by 
Theorem 6, n > tn. As m was arbitrary we must halre 71 : CC. 
Remark. Clearly if for a fixed m < co we desire that every intersection of m 
height 2 primes in R[x] contain infinitely many primes, then WC would require 
that cwry height 1 prime of R n-split, for some n > m. 
L:XMA 9. Let R he a A70etherian domain and let s and y he indeterminafes. 
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Let P be a height 1 prime ofR[x], and let W = {AZ 1 iV is czn upper to P in R[x][ y]>. 
Then the set {M n R[ y]; ;M E W} is infinite. 
Proof. If not, since W is infinite there would be a prime Q of X[y] and a 
sequence M’, , M’, ,... of distinct elements in W such that Mfi n R[ y] = Q for 
i == 1, 2,.... Now clearly height Q = 1 and each iWi is an upper to Q in R[ y][x]. 
That is, M’, , M’, ,... can be considered either as uppers to P or uppers to Q. 
However, since there are infinitely many of them, we have that PR[x, y] = 
n -Wi = &A[ y, x]. 
Xow let P, =: P n R and Q. = Q n R. Since QR[y, x] n R[ y] = Q, 
QR[y,~]nR=:Q,andsoP~--rPnRCPR[x,y]nR~Q2A[y,x]nR-;Q,. 
Symmetrically QU C P,, so that P,, -J Q,, . 
We now proceed in two casts. First, if I’,, = Q,, = 0 then P is an upper to 0 
in R[x] and Q is an upper to 0 in R[ y]. Choose f (x) + 0 in P and let r + 0 be 
the leading coefficient off(x). S ince f (x) E P C PR[x, y] = QR[ y, x], we can 
write./(x) = ynxn + *.. +- 4” with qk E Q C R[ y] for h = O,..., n. In particular, 
r = qll EQ n R = Q,, = 0 in contradiction. Thus P, = Q0 == 0 is impossible. 
Xow suppose that P,, == Q,, is a height 1 prime of R. Then P = P,,R[x] and 
Q = Q,R[ y]. Let Nr , Ns , Na ,... be distinct uppers to Q,, in R[ y] and for j -1, 
2, 3,..., let Mj == NjR[ y][x]. W e s h ow that each Mj is an upper to P in R[x][ y]; 
that is, WC‘ show that Mj E W. Since n~j n R[y] = NjR[y][x] n R[y] = Nj are 
all distinct, u-e have that {M n R[y]l ME W} is infinite, contradicting our 
assumption that it is finite and proving the lemma. 
In order to show that Mj is an upper to P in R[x,y], we must show that 
M, n R[x] == P and Mi # PR[x][y]. H owcvcr, height PR[x][y] = height 
P r: 1 while height alj : = lVjR[y][x] =: height Nj == 2 since !Vj is an upper to 
the height 1 primeQ, in R[y]. Thus AZj :,J: PR[x][y]. 
We now show that Mj n R[x] = P. Since !Mj n R[y] == Xj , h!Ij n R = 
Ni n R = Q, since rVj is an upper to Q, . Thus (A& n R[x]) n R =:: Q, =: P,, SO 
that Mj n R[x] is a prime of R[x] which intersects R at PO . Therefore either 
I’ij n R[x] = P,R[x] = I’ as we hope, or Mj n R[x] is an upper to P, in R[x]. If 
the latter is true then there is a polynomial gj(x) E Mj n R[x] with leading 
coefficient sj E R - P0 . Xow gj(x) E Mj = N,R[y][x] means that we can write 
gj(x) = a$ + 0.. -!- cl,, with the ak E Nj C R[y] for k = O,..., 1. In particular, 
Sj = a, E Nj n R = Q0 -= P, since Nj is an upper to Q, . However, sj E P, is a 
contradiction. Thus Mj n R[x] = P and we are done. 
THEOWM 10. Let R be a Xoetherian domain. Then e-zery height 1 prime P 
in R[x] cc-splits. 
Proof. Let m be an arbitrary positive integer. Lety be a second indeterminate. 
By Lemma 9 we may choose uppers f%Zr ,..., :M, to P in R[x][y] such that 
J% n R[yl,..., :r/r,, n R[YI are all distinct. By Theorem 3 applied to R[y][x], 
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there are infiniteIy many primes contained in MI A ~** n 
if 2’ n-splits then n > m. As m was arbitrary, n = CO. 
YOO$ Immediate from Theorem 8 and 10. 
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